CONCEPT OF ARRANGEMENT TO THE SLUM FISHERMAN’S SETTLEMENT REGION IN SUB-DISTRICT LUMPUR, GRESIK
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Abstract
Coastal region of Gresik regency is abundant in potential marine resources. However, it would need arrangement to maintain the balance of the coastal region, mainly of those related to the existence of local fisherman’s Settlement. One of the fisherman’s Settlement regions is sub-district Lumpur in district Lumpur. Along with the development, the fisherman’s Settlement in sub-district Lumpur grows more crowds from the population growth and the limit in available space to settle and live. This condition causes environmental tensions that result in slums. From the explanation in the passage, arrangement of fisherman’s Settlement is among needed solution related to the problems in which it occurs recently or in the future. In order to formulate the concept of arrangement to the slum fisherman’s Settlement region, it would need to identify characteristic of the fisherman’s Settlement as of the potencies and problems along with the factors that cause slums in the fisherman’s Settlement.

This study used rationalistic approach, a theory that constructed to analyze the causal factors and the concept of arrangement to fisherman’s Settlement in the coastal region. In order to identify the causal factors of the slums, the Delphi analysis performed along with its related stakeholders.
Further, in order to formulate the concept of arrangement to the slum fisherman’s Settlement, Triangulation method analysis performed. Triangulation analysis based on the idea and observation done by the researcher; references related to arrangement concept of slum fisherman’s Settlement region; and studies related to arrangement concept of slum fisherman’s Settlement in other regions.

The entire study analysis results, the factors that cause slums in the fisherman’s Settlement in sub-district Lumpur are including: increasing in population density, people access to the land resource, effectiveness of government involvement in urban infrastructure provision, educational level, and the habits of the population. And the result in the concept is the “tridaya” concept, revitalization concept and integrity concept, in which they are integrated into a concept that capable to overcome the slum problem of the fisherman’s Settlement in sub-district Lumpur.
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